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Danwen Huang
BSc Hons Computer
Science (2017)

Andrew Warburton
BSc Hons Computer
Science (2017)

Monster Hut is an indie games development studio that plans to merge
storytelling with Artificial Intelligence in an interactive environment. We
would like to utilise the power of AI programming to create stories where
characters grow and behave according to player actions and allow each
player to share different stories with others that played the same game.
Our first game concept, set in a family home where the player gets to
learn as well as affect family relations (for better or worse), is just one
example of how a combination of AI and interactive storytelling can be
merged.

Michalis Panayiotou
BSc Marketing &
Management (2017)

visavis is an online dating app that leverages technology to assist people
in establishing real life dates in a safe location. It operates as a multisided platform bringing together users and venues. The message
functionality has been replaced by a date setup service that enables users
to invite other users to meet by selecting a (partner) venue and specifying
the date & time. Upon acceptance both users automatically pay a deposit
(to be deducted from the venue bill). This financial commitment
minimises the likelihood of getting stood up.

Rees Johnson
MA Environmental
Regulation and
Sustainable Development
(2016)

Ligabis is the world's first crypto-estate that combines estate planning,
artificial intelligence and blockchain technology. Ligabis allows users to
plan, manage and settle their estate without the need for legal
middlemen and without the expensive legal costs. The legal costs of dying
is no longer expensive.

Terry Clarke
MSc Renewable Energy,
Enterprise &
Management (2015).

LOOP is a circular economy platform for the built environment. We index
and leverage data through our innovative material passports, place these
on our platform and facilitate reuse and sharing between organisations.

Maren Klein
MSc E-Business (2017)

Neuforic is an organic energy tea whose unique composition of natural
ingredients works directly on the brain by enhancing the level of certain
neurotransmitters that increase mental focus, provide energy and reduce
fatigue without negative side effects. To ensure maximum impact
Neuforic uses two bio enhancers, which support the uptake of vitamins
and minerals.

Dylan McKee
BSc Hons Computer
Science (2017)

Nebula Labs is a software house focused around the processes and
methodologies used in the technical development of successful start-up
products, to cater for new start-ups, who themselves want an MVP
product built as a proof of concept but lack a technically skilled team and
require technology incubation, and for established SMEs who are
undergoing Digital Transformation and want to adopt the start-upthinking agile approach as we move into the Industry 4.0 era.

